Abstract: This paper proposes a novel approach, based on convolutional neural network (CNN) models, that forecasts the short-term crude oil futures prices with good performance. In our study, we confirm that artificial intelligence (AI)-based deep-learning approaches can provide more accurate forecasts of short-term oil prices than those of the benchmark Naive Forecast (NF) model. We also provide strong evidence that CNN models with matrix inputs are better at short-term prediction than neural network (NN) models with single-vector input, which indicates that strengthening the dependence of inputs and providing more useful information can improve short-term forecasting performance.
Introduction
Crude oil is a vital fuel, accounting for 32.9% of global energy consumption in 2016 according to BP's Statistical Energy Outlook, which indicates that crude oil will continue to play an important role until 2035. It is fair to argue that the movement in the crude oil price should have a significant effect on macroeconomic aggregates, such as the GDP and inflation of oil-exporting and -importing countries. On the other hand, as one of the most actively traded commodities in the world (Alvarez-Ramirez et al. (2012) ), crude oil futures have become an important financial asset and an additional investment tool. Owing to the increasing correlation between traditional financial markets, such as stocks, bonds, and foreign exchange, international investors are searching for new investment tools, such as crude oil futures, to enhance returns, diversify portfolios, and hedge against inflation. Therefore, forecasting oil futures prices accurately is crucial and helps international investors to diversify risk.
Many researchers have proposed and developed economic models to forecast crude oil spot prices (De Souza e Silva et al. (2010) ; Ye et al. (2006) ; Merino and Ortiz (2005) ; Wang et al. (2016) ; Wen et al. (2016) ; Baumeister et al. (2015) ; Naser (2016) ). However, studies forecasting futures prices are scarce. According to Sklibosios Nikitopoulos et al. (2017) , futures prices depend on the value of deferred use. For example, decreasing futures prices show that the value of immediate use (consumption) or the yield to holders of physical inventory is reducing. Therefore, futures prices are vulnerable to many complex natural, economic, and political factors, such as the economic development conditions of oil giants, oil wars, international petroleum organizations and so on. A large number of these factors are random, resulting in sharp fluctuations in the crude oil futures markets and showing very complex nonlinear characteristics. Thus, it is difficult to predict the futures prices accurately.
Recently, as new technologies are developed, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques (e.g., neural networks (NNs)) have been applied to the prediction of time series. AI-based models emulate the human brain to provide feedback on large quantities of data, and to learn to recognize information patterns. Thus, NN models can create a breakthrough opportunity in the analysis of the non-linear behavior of the time series of the crude oil markets (Refenes (1994) ; Ongkrutaraksa (1995) ; Moshiri and Foroutan (2006) ; Jammazi and Aloui (2012) ; Mingming and Jinliang (2012); Wang et al. (2005) ). For example, Moshiri and Foroutan (2006) compared linear (Autoregressive moving average models and Generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity models) and nonlinear NN models, and found that NNs are superior and produce a more statistically significant forecast. Jammazi and Aloui (2012) combined the wavelet transform and NNs to forecast the crude oil monthly price. Mingming and Jinliang (2012) constructed a multiple-wavelet recurrent NN model to analyze crude oil monthly prices. Wang et al. (2005) present an NN-based model to forecast crude oil monthly prices, and claimed superior performance by their model. These results prove that an AI-based forecasting model can provide greater efficiency and higher accuracy than other models.
Here, we propose a novel, deep-learning forecasting approach based on a convolutional neural networks (CNNs) model for short-term 1 forecasting using daily data of crude oil futures prices. Unlike NNs with a single-vector neuron, the layers of the CNN model have neurons arranged in two dimensions (width and height). The CNNs take advantage of the fact that the inputs consist of matrices, which can strengthen the dependence and connections between neurons and constrain the architecture in a more sensible way. Moreover, instead of all the neurons in NNs being fully connected, the neurons of the CNN in a layer are only connected to a small region of the previous layer, which enables CNN models to share connections among neurons more flexibly. These characteristics may improve the short-term forecasting of crude oil prices. CNNs have recently been applied to large-scale image and video recognition (Krizhevsky et al. (2012) ; Zeiler and Fergus (2014) ; Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) ) and traffic-speed prediction (Ma et al. (2017) ). To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first CNN approach applied in the economic and financial field, and particularly to crude oil futures prices forecasting. CNN models are used in modeling problems related to spatial inputs like images. They are not suitable for processing and predicting events at relatively long intervals and delays in the time series. However, in our forecasting task, we used the daily oil prices to predict a short-term future price. Thus, CNN is suitable for this task due to its ability to capture the relevant features from the nearby daily prices in an image (one-week daily prices matrix). In addition, we normalized our data to overcome non-stationary time series and focus on the short-term oil futures prices trends using the daily data. We employ CNN models to forecast crude oil daily prices, which has become possible owing to the large daily data set.
Our study offers two contributions to the literature. First, we confirm that the non-linear deep-learning approaches perform better for short-term forecasting by comparing AI-based deep-learning methods with the naive forecast (NF) and Autoregressive-Generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (AR-GARCH) model as two benchmarks, in terms of the accuracy of the short-term crude oil price forecasting. Second, we find that strengthening the dependence of inputs and providing more useful information connections between neurons can improve the short-term forecasting performance. Here we show that the CNN models are more powerful than the benchmark models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our related work in technology. In Section 3, we describe the model specifications. We show our data and empirical results in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, our concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.
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In this paper, the short-term forecast means the next day forecast that is the forecast is 1-step-ahead.
Neural Networks and Convolutional Neural Networks
Neural networks (NNs) are trained on a frame error (FE) minimization criterion, and the corresponding weights are adjusted to minimize the error squares over the whole source-target, stereo training data set. As shown in Equation (1), the mapping error is given by:
where G(x t ) denotes the NNs mapping of x t and is defined as:
Here,
represents the weight matrix of layer l in the NNs. σ denotes an activation function sigmoid, which has the mathematical form σ(x) = 1/(1 + e −x ).
CNNs typically have a standard structure in which the basic design is prevalent in the image (matrix) classification. In recent years, CNNs have been applied in many fields owing to their advanced detection and classification performance (LeCun et al. (1989) ). CNNs consist of a sequence of layers. The typical layers in CNNs are: the convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully-connected layer.
Convolutional layer: As with NNs, CNNs also are made up of neurons with learnable weights Please confirm meaning is retained. and biases, where each neuron receives inputs and performs a dot product, after which the output is computed through non-linearity functions, and called the activation function. However, neurons in the convolutional layer are arranged in 3 dimensions, and they are only connected to small local regions of the previous layer, instead of all outputs. The output of regions is patched out by multiple filters, called convolutional filters. When one convolutional filter W r l is applied to the input, the output can be formulated as:
where m and n are two dimensions of the filter, d e f is the data value of the input matrix at positions e and f , (W r l ) e f is the coefficient of the convolutional filter at positions e and f , and y conv is the output. In the convolutional layers, each filter comprises a local path from lower-level into higher-level features.
Pooling layer: Down sampling is performed in the pooling layer to compress the size of representation. This helps in the computation of the network.
Fully-connected layer: Similar to ordinary NNs, all outputs neurons of previous layers are collected to each neuron in the layer, computing the class scores by linear classifiers, such as SVM and Softmax.
Even though the overall network remains as a single, differentiable score function, as with NNs, CNNs are proven to be more effective with two-dimensional input, such as a matrix, since CNN architectures enable the encoding of certain properties into the architecture by taking advantage of the input structure.
Model Design

Method 1: Neural Networks
The methodology formulation of NNs is described in Section 2. In this section, we introduce the NN architecture used to predict the oil price and the steps of the training process.
(1) Transform a sequence of oil prices into segment-level features. We segment a sequence of oil prices by window size w and shift the window by day.
Equation (5) represents N examples of w-dimensional source features, which are composed of daily oil prices input. The daily oil prices of the output are one day after the input daily oil prices. In the proposed model, we set w = 5, which represents five days of oil price inputs. To guarantee the coordination between the initial input and output features, we adopt the same approach for the target features composed of the daily oil price output, that is, a day after input.
(2) After transforming one-dimensional features to five-dimensional features, we train them using different NNs with different parameters as shown in Figure [10, 20, 10] , and NNs_B uses the three layers with the nodes [10, 20, 20, 10] . Every model is trained with sigmoid and tanh activation functions, respectively. As shown in the training model, W1, W2, and W3 represent the weight matrix of the first, second, and third layers of NNs, respectively. In this paper, we train the oil prices from start to N − 100 (N denotes sample size) and we test the last 100 days of oil prices. The results are introduced in the experiment section. 
Method 2: Convolutional Neural Networks
The basic model of a convolutional neural network is described in Section 2. In this section, we describe how to translate the data to the matrix. Then, the architectures used for predicting the oil price are introduced. Since the image is small, we do not apply a pooling layer in this paper.
(1) Transform the sequence of oil prices into a matrix suitable for CNN training. As shown in Figure 2 , a, b, c, d, and e represent normalized oil values in Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, respectively. For example, a 1 -e 1 represent the prices from Monday to Friday of the first week, and a n -e n represent the prices from Monday to Friday of the n-th week. We copy each week's oil prices five times and transform them to 5 × 5-size images, where the colors represent different oil prices. Transform data to matrix inputs (a-e denote the normalized oil prices from Monday to Friday, for example a 1 -e 1 represent the prices from Monday to Friday of the first week and a n -e n represent the prices from Monday to Friday of the n-th week).
(2) An overview of our CNN architectures is depicted in Figure 3 . We train the two CNN architectures with different parameters using the data. As shown in the figure, CNN_A net contains two layers with weight; the first is convolutional and the second is fully-connected layers. CNN_B net contains three layers with weights; the first two are convolutional and the last is a fully-connected layer. The outputs of the last fully-connected layer are all fed to a five-way 2 Softmax, which produces the predicted oil values over the true values. The kernels of all convolutional layers are connected to the previous layer, and neurons in the fully-connected layers are connected to all neurons. The two models are trained with sigmoid and tanh activation functions, respectively. For the two models, the first convolutional layer filters the 5 × 5 image with the three kernels of size n × n with a stride of one pixel. The stride is the distance between the receptive field centers of neighboring neurons in a kernel map, and we set the stride of the filters to one pixel for all the other layers. For comparison, n will be set to 2 and 3 in the experiment section. In CNN_A, the output of the first convolutional layer is the input of the CNN_A's last fully-connected layer. In CNN_B, the output of the first convolutional layer is the input of CNN_B's second convolutional layer, and the second convolutional layer filters the input with six kernels of size 2 × 2 × 3. The output of the second convolutional layer is the input of the CNN_B's last fully-connected layer. The image size of each layer is calculated as follows:
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In fact, we also used the 2 and 3 output layers and we find there are not obvious differences among 5 output nodes in forecast performance, which implies the robustness of our CNN models.
W is the input image size. S is the stride with which we slide the filter. When the stride is 1, we move the filters one pixel at a time. When the stride is 2, then the filters jump two pixels at a time as we slide them around. P represents the zero-padding, which pads the input volume with zeros around the border. As described above, n is the kernel size. In this case, the input image is 5 × 5, so W is 5, the stride S is set to 1, and no zero-padding is P = 0. W1 and W2 represent the image size after the convolutional processing. When training the CNN models, we used the Adam optimizer Kingma and Ba (2014) with a mini-batch size of 20. The learning rate was set to 0.01, and the momentum term was set to 0.1. 
Data
In this study, we use the daily Brent crude oil generic series of the first month's futures prices, traded on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE). The data cover the period from 24 June 1988, to 3 November 2018, consisting of 7942 observations. The data were obtained from Bloomberg.
For training neural networks, data normalization is an effective way to obtain better performance and quick convergence. Usually, we subtract the mean value to make the input mean zero to prevent weights changing in the same directions, which is called the zero-mean normalization method.
The values of attribute X are normalized using the mean and standard deviation of X. A new value X n is obtained using the following expression:
where U x and S x are the mean and standard deviation of attribute X, respectively. If U x and S x are not known, they can be estimated from the samples. After zero-mean normalizing, each feature will have a mean value of 0. In addition, the unit of each value will be the number of (estimated) standard deviations away from the (estimated) mean. When zero-mean normalization is applied, all data in each profile are slid vertically so that their average is zero. In most neural networks, they normalize the data by the mean of all data. As shown in Figure 4 , the middle curve is obtained from the top one by a vertical translation so that the average of the profile is zero. Our method draws its strength from making normalization a part of the model architecture and performing the normalization for different training segmentation using the following formula:
Here, Numl(X) represents the sample size of the attribute X. k is the scale of segmentation days, and denotes how many days are concluded in one batch for normalization. For instance, if we set k to 100, it means using the mean value and standard deviations calculated in each 100-day period for normalization. n is the batch number in normalization, and U i and S i are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of each segmentation attribute X i . X si is the new normalized value obtained from each batch. As shown in Figure 4 , the bottom curve represents the normalized value for k = 20. Different batch sizes used in normalization lead to different results in the training part. We describe the results in the experiment section. 
Empirical Results
Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate the forecasting performance, we calculate the directional accuracy (DA), the root mean absolute error (RMAE), and Theil's U between the actual values and predicted values, which are often used in the literature (Jammazi and Aloui (2012) The DA can represent the directional accuracy of each day between the actual data and predicted data, which can be expressed as follows:
where V a t and V p t denote the actual value and predicted value, respectively. N represents the number of days in the testing data. A lower RMAE means a smaller difference between the actual value and predicted value, while a lager DA represents a higher directional accuracy of the predicted value.
The RMAE can reflect the disparity between the actual values and predicted values, which is as follows:
Thus, a higher value of DA and a lower RMAE represent the better forecasting performance of the model. We also calculate the Theil's U to compare the forecast performance of different models with benchmark models.
If U = 1, that means the proposed model forecast with an accuracy equal to that of the benchmark-NF model. If U > 1, that implies the NF model offers a better forecast performance than the proposed model. And if U < 1, that means the proposed model provides evidence of a better forecasting performance.
Moreover, we use the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test to investigate whether two competing forecasts have equal predictive accuracy. According to Diebold and Mariano (1995) , we first define the forecast errors as:
The loss associated with forecast i is assumed to be a function of the forecast error e it , and is denoted by g(e it ) = e 2 it in this paper. We then define the loss differential between the two forecasts by:
The null hypothesis is H 0 : E(d t ) = 0, meaning that the forecasts of two different models have the same accuracy while the alternative hypothesis H 1 : E(d t ) = 0 is that they have different levels of forecast accuracy. Finally, we define the Diebold-Mariano statistics as 
Normalization Influence
In this section, we test the last 100-day oil price forecasting using the NN model and the two types of normalization methods described in Sections 3.1 and 4. We report the results in Figure 5 . As shown in the top portion of Figure 5 , the red curve represents the actual oil prices in the testing part. The black curve represents the predicted oil prices that are calculated by the normalization method using all sample data. The blue one represents the predicted price calculated by the segmentation normalization method of every 20-day period as a batch. The bottom portion of Figure 5 shows the predicted error of the two segmentation normalization methods. We can intuitively see that the latter normalization method can achieve a lower predicted error, which means a better forecasting performance. Thus, we use the 20-day period as a batch to normalize the input data in the training model for short-term oil price forecasting. 
Results
In this subsection, the empirical results of NNs and CNNs are given. For each model, different kinds of activation functions, inputs, and layers will be set for comparison. Table 1 shows the forecasting performance of the NF, AR-GARCH, and NN models. In the NF model, the oil price tomorrow is set equal to today's price and the probability of an increase (decrease) in the price next day is 50%. From Table 1 , we can see that all NN models achieve larger DA and smaller RMAE values than the NF and AR-GARCH models, confirming that the AI-based forecasting model can provide greater efficiency and higher accuracy. As shown in Table 1 , NNs_A denotes the two-layer NN model without and with the delta values of oil prices, while NNs_B represents the three-layer NN model without and with the delta values. We find that most NNs_B with two and three layers of different activation functions show a better forecasting performance than those of NNs_A, implying that the model with deep layers provides higher accuracy of forecasting than the shallow architecture model. The result is in line with Bengio (2009) . The three-layer NN model NNs_B can obtain the largest DA values by using the sigmoid activation function and achieves the smallest RMAE values by using the tanh activation function. Moreover, we also find that the Theil's U value of AR-GARCH is very close to 1, implying that the forecast accuracy of AR-GARCH is equal with the benchmark of the NF model, while all Theil's U values of NN models are less than 1, which means NN models offer better forecasting performances than NF and AR-GARCH models. Table 2 shows the results of the NF, AR-GARCH, and our proposed CNN models with different parameters, where CNN_A and CNN_B represent two-layer and three-layer CNN models, respectively. For each model, we set two kernel sizes-2 × 2 and 3 × 3. As shown in Table 2 , we find that all CNN models have larger DA and smaller RMAE and Theil's U values than the NF and AR-GARCH models, which suggests that the deep-learning model can provide higher accuracy for short-term forecasting. This result is consistent with Table 1. In addition, by comparing the CNN with NN models with the same activation functions and layers, we can see that most of the DA (RMAE) values of the CNN models are larger (smaller) than those of NN models, providing strong evidence that CNN models with matrix inputs have better short-term prediction performance than the NN models with single-vector input. We also find that CNN_A/CNN_B with 3 × 3 kernel size achieves the higher DA and lower RMAE values than CNN_A/CNN_B with 2 × 2 kernel size, suggesting that the large kernel size works on the short-term forecasting performance. In addition, we find that the CNN models with the sigmoid function obtain the lower RMAE values while the higher DA values occur in the CNN models with the tanh function.
We also forecast the crude oil prices during two different sub-periods, including the pre-crisis period (24 June 1988 -15 September 2008 and the post-crisis period (14 September 2009 -3 December 2018 to test the robustness of our CNN models. The empirical results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . Similarly, the proposed CNN models have higher DA and smaller RMAE and Theil's U values than the NF and AR-GARCH models during both two sub-periods. Specifically, CNN_B with 3 × 3 kernel size offers the best forecast performance. Table 5 shows the results of the DM test in terms of the statistics and p-values. According to the statistic values, we find most values are positive, meaning that the second model gives smaller forecast errors than the first one. According to the results of the DM test, it can be found that in most cases the difference in forecasting performance seems significant, with a confidence level of 99%. The results provide evidence that the compared two forecasts have different levels of accuracy. Notes: NF denotes naive forecast. In the NF, the oil price tomorrow is equal to today's price, and the probability of an increase (decrease) in the price tomorrow is 50%; AR-GARCH denotes the AR(1)-GARCH(1, 1) model; NNs_A and NNs_B represent 2-layer NNs models with [5, 10, 5] and 3-layer with the nodes [5, 10, 10, 5] , respectively. The numbers in bold represent the best forecast performance. Notes: NF denotes naive forecast. In the NF, the oil price tomorrow is equal to the today's price and the probability of an increase (decrease) in the price tomorrow is 50%; AR-GARCH denotes the AR(1)-GARCH(1, 1) model; CNN_A and CNN_B represent 3-layer and 4-layer CNN models, respectively. The numbers in bold represent the best forecast performance. Notes: NF denotes naive forecast. In the NF, the oil price tomorrow is equal to the today's price and the probability of an increase (decrease) in the price tomorrow is 50%; AR-GARCH denotes the AR(1)-GARCH(1, 1) model; CNN_A and CNN_B represent 3-layer and 4-layer CNN models, respectively. The numbers in bold represent the best forecast performance. Notes: NF denotes naive forecast. In the NF, the oil price tomorrow is equal to the today's price and the probability of an increase (decrease) in the price tomorrow is 50%; AR-GARCH denotes the AR(1)-GARCH(1, 1) model; CNN_A and CNN_B represent 3-layer and 4-layer CNN models, respectively. The numbers in bold represent the best forecast performance. Notes: NF denotes naive forecast. In the NF, the oil price tomorrow is equal to the today's price and the probability of an increase (decrease) in the price tomorrow is 50%; AR-GARCH denotes the AR(1)-GARCH(1, 1) model; NN represents the best forecast performance model in NN models; CNN represents the best forecast performance model in our CNN models.
Conclusions
As one of the major drivers of the global economy, the crude oil price fluctuation affects the real economy worldwide. Specifically, the importance of the oil futures markets as a common investment alternative to traditional markets has increased. Thus, forecasting oil futures prices accurately can provide useful information that helps international investors to diversify risk. However, the prices of crude oil are influenced by many complex natural, economic, and political factors, which cause the crude oil futures prices show very complex nonlinear characteristics. Thus, it is very hard to predict the prices of crude oil accurately by using the traditional economic models. The evolution of a good forecasting model for oil prices is of great importance.
In this study, we develop a new forecasting methodology based on CNNs to forecast the short-term crude oil futures prices. We first compare the AI-based deep-learning model with the benchmark models. We then employ the CNN model with matrix inputs for short-term prediction. In our paper, we confirm that the non-linear AI-based deep-learning approach can provide higher accuracy than the benchmark models. We also find that the CNNs are more powerful than the benchmark models. These results imply that increasing the dependence of inputs and providing more useful information are effective ways of improving the forecasting performance. 
